Suffix

Add to each word an appropriate suffix from the box, and form a noun. Write the noun separately.

-ment  -er  -ence  -ant  -ful
-ness  -ist  -ess  -age  -ance

pass

__________

disturb

__________

serve

__________

exist

__________

teach

__________

hand

__________

amuse

__________

well

__________

actor

__________

cycle

__________
Add to each word an appropriate suffix from the box, and form a noun. Write the noun separately.

-ment  -er  -ence  -ant  -ful
-ness  -ist  -ess  -age  -ance

pass  passage  disturb  disturbance  serve  servant  exist  existence

Teach  teacher  hand  handful  actor  actress  amuse  amusement

well  wellness  cycle  cyclist